
 

Week 4: Language clusters  
(It’s time to get out of your comfort zones now!) 

 

1. Find a pair that speaks different languages from you and your partner.  

2. YOU can ONLY use the language you have been learning  when you want to say something . Your partner will 
help to interpret for you. YOU MUST be an interpreter when your partner speaks to the group in the language 
they are learning. 

3. Everyone takes a strip of paper and writes down ONE topic or question (in the language they are learning). If you 
like, you may write several topics or questions, but they must all be written on different strips of paper. 

4. Once everyone has finished, crumple the strips into balls and have a snowball fight! Throw them at each other, 
pick them up, and continue throwing until topics have been widely dispersed. 

5. Take turns choosing a piece of paper. Discuss each topic/question for about 5 minutes each. The person who 
selects the paper should talk the longest and their partner can translate for them. If the topic is really engaging, 
feel free to continue talking about it. Remember, everyone must use the language they are learning when 
expressing their own thoughts, but they can use any language for translating when their partner speaks (this will 
presumably be English, but if everyone can use another language, feel free to use this one too!). 

6. After 40 minutes, the facilitator will ring the bell and partners will change to another group and repeat the 
activity. 

*If there is a person in the group who is learning English, they will get to practise both interpreting skills and their 
language skills. Their partner will have to interpret what they said into the language they are learning even if no one 
else can understand it but their partner* Here are some ideas for topics and questions: 

1. Describe your country.  
2. Would you rather have an elephant’s nose or a mouse’s nose? Why? 
3. What is your idea of the perfect day? Why? 
4. What is the nicest compliment you’ve ever received? 
5. What are you studying at UBC? 
6. What are the three best foods ever? 
7. Why is language learning so difficult? 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 


